A derivative-free optimal eighth-order family of iterative methods for solving nonlinear equations is constructed using weight functions approach with divided first order differences. Its performance, along with several other derivativefree methods, is studied on the specific problem of Danchick's reformulation of Gauss' method of preliminary orbit determination. Numerical experiments show that such derivative-free, high-order methods offer significant advantages over both, the classical and Danchick's Newton approach.
Introduction
Many applied problems in different fields of science and technology require to find the solution of a nonlinear equation f (x) = 0, where f : I ⊂ R → R is a scalar function on an open interval I: in particular, the numerical solution of nonlinear equations and systems are needed in the study of dynamical models of chemical reactors [1] , or in radioactive transfer [2] . Moreover, many of numerical applications use high precision in their computations; in [3] , high-precision calculations are used to solve interpolation problems in Astronomy; in [4] the authors describe the use of arbitrary precision computations to improve the results obtained in climate simulations; the results of these numerical experiments show that the high order methods associated with a multiprecision arithmetic floating point are very useful, because it yields a clear reduction in iterations.
The performance of an iterative method can be measured by the efficiency index introduced by Ostrowski in [5] . In this sense, Kung and Traub conjectured in [6] that a multipoint method without memory performing n + 1 functional evaluations per iteration has at most convergence order 2 n . A method is called optimal when its order reaches this bound. In [7] we can see an unified presentation of many multipoint iterative schemes designed during the last years.
Since Steffensen designed (see, for example [8] ) his second-order method as a variant of Newton's scheme without derivatives, many optimal fourth-order methods have been proposed in order to improve the convergence properties of it (see, for example [9, 10] and the references therein). More limited is the quantity of optimal eighth-order derivative-free iterative methods, mainly designed by using divided differences of high order (see, for example, [10, 11, 12] ). Moreover, when only first-order divided differences are used, it is necessary to introduce several weight functions with one, two or more variables, all of them quotients of function f evaluated in different steps of the process (see, for instance [13, 14, 15] and the references therein).
By using weight functions procedure, with functions of one variable, and divided differences of order one, we derive an Steffensen-type family of optimal eighth-order schemes. We would like to remark that we use a quotient of divided differences as a variable of one of the weight function used in our process. In the numerical section we use some special cases of this family for solving the classical problem of preliminary orbit determination of artificial satellites, improving the classical Gauss's method and the iterative scheme designed by Danchick in [16] , that removed several limitations of the original methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section 2 we describe our family of iterative methods and prove that, under some conditions of the weight functions, all of them have order of convergence eight, needing four functional evaluations per iteration, that is, they are optimal schemes in the sense of Kung-Traub's conjecture. Numerical results given in Section 3 allow to compare the proposed methods with other ones, into the Danchick's algorithm, for solving the problem of the determination of artificial satellites. We also analyze the basins of attraction of the different methods used in this work. Both studies confirm the theoretical results and show the high stability of the proposed schemes. We finish the paper with some conclusions and the references used in it.
Therefore,
Now, we get the Taylor's expansion of
, by replacing in it the equations (2), (3) and (4) .
Then, the second order of convergence of first step of our iterative process (1) is obtained
So,
Now, we can express the
, in terms of the error e k , as
Since µ −→ 0 when k −→ ∞, we expand the weight function H(µ) in Taylor's series around zero.
where
. So, the error expression of the second step of (1) is:
In order to achieve optimal fourth-order of convergence in the second step, we require H 0 = 1 and H 1 = 1. Then,
By using the Taylor's expansion of
and
we get
In the same way, we are going to obtain the Taylor's expansion of G(η) around 1, since in this case η −→ 1 when
Finally, replacing (5), (6) and (7) in the last step of (1), we obtain:
If we set G 0 = 1, G 1 = 0, G 2 = 2 and G 3 = −12 the error equation is:
which proves the order of convergence eight of this family.
We would like to emphasize that, this new family of Steffensen-type methods have four functional evaluations per iteration, so it is optimal in the sense of Kung-Traub's conjecture.
Numerical results.
The classical method for preliminary orbit determination was obtained by Carl F. Gauss in 1801 for deducing the orbit of the minor planet Ceres. This method starts from two position vectors, denoted by r 1 and r 2 , of the satellite in its orbit and the time instants in which they were obtained. Then, the procedure is based on the rate y between the triangle and the ellipse sector defined by the two position vectors (see Figure 1a) . The complete procedure to obtain Gauss' equations can be found in [18] .
The preliminary orbit is determined by considering only the gravitational forces of two bodies. This yields to a planar motion, described by a conic. Let us set a two-dimensional coordinate system (see Figure 1b) , where the X axis points to the perigee of the orbit, the closest point of the conical orbit to the focus and center of the system, the Earth. In this figure the true anomaly ν and the eccentric anomaly E can be observed. In order to place this orbit in the celestial sphere and determine completely the position of a body in the orbit, some elements (called orbital or keplerian elements) must be determined. These orbital elements are:
• Ω, (right ascension of the ascending node): defined as the equatorial angle between the Vernal point γ and the ascending node N ; it orients the orbit in the equatorial plane.
• ω, (argument of the perigee): defined as the angle of the orbital plane, centered at the focus, between the ascending node N and the perigee of the orbit; it orients the orbit in its plane.
• i, (inclination): dihedral angle between the equatorial and the orbital planes.
• a, (semi-major axis): which sets the size of the orbit.
• e, (eccentricity): which gives the shape of the ellipse.
• T 0 , (perigee epoch): time for the passing of the object over the perigee, to determine a reference origin in time. It can be denoted by a exact date, in Julian Days, or by the amount of time ago the object was over the perigee.
The equations that we have used are known as the First and Second Gauss' equations:
Also, by combining them, the unified equation of Gauss is obtained as: 
is the difference between true anomalies, directly obtained from the observations and E 2 − E 1 is the difference between eccentric anomalies, which will be calculated in the process. The original Gauss' scheme has a restriction when the angle formed by the two position vectors is greater than π/4, since in this case the areas of the triangle and the ellipse sector are not similar. For this reason, Danchick in [16] modified Gauss' method solving separately by means of Newton's method the Gaussian equations, depending on the value of the true anomalies. As a consequence, he got to determinate preliminary orbits with a range of the difference of true anomalies until π radians and also removed the two other limitation of the classical method: slow convergence and sensitivity to initial guess. In order to improve Danchick's method regarding order of convergence, number of iterations and exact error, we will replace in this procedure Newton's scheme by other high-order methods. Then, we hold the advantages of Danchick's reformulation in terms of initial estimations and range of the true anomalies, improving the velocity of convergence and the precision of the results.
The procedures that we will use to compare the original and the proposed schemes, whose results can be seen in the following tables, are:
• FPoint is the classical Fixed Point method that was originally used by Gauss (see [18] ).
• The original method used by Roy Danchick ([16] ),
• DS is the classical Steffensen's method (see [19] ). In it, the derivative of Newton's scheme is replaced by a divided difference of first order
Orbital parameters a = 4.0 e.r. In the first orbit, the difference of true anomalies is about 12 degrees, thus the initial approximation can be y 0 = 1 since this value of true anomalies is below forty-five degrees (this is, the areas of the sector-triangle are similar). For this reason, Fixed Point gives us the solution but needs a high number of iterations. DTSR and MO reach the solution in only three iterations but MO is more accurate, using the least computational time.
• Reference Orbit II Position vectors Table 2 , the difference of true anomalies is greater than in the previous one, but we can use the same initial approximation since the difference of true anomalies is below forty-five degrees. Now, the number of iterations in Fixed Point is the highest, that is, the originally Gauss' method loses performance with increasing the difference of true anomalies. As we can see DT, DTS, DTSR and MO reach the orbital parameters with the same error but MO needs only three iterations and continue having the least computational time.
• Reference Orbit III Position vectors Table 3 : Results of Reference Orbit III, |ν 2 − ν 1 | = 59.0148
• , initial estimation y 0 = 0.4
To determine this orbit is more complicate than the previous cases, since the difference of true anomalies is above forty-five degrees, for this reason fixed point scheme can not reach the solution. In Table 3 , we can see that MO method is the only one able to give the solution in spite of we are using a very good initial estimation. Because of this problem of convergence, we decided to represent the dynamical planes of these derivative-free methods to conclude if our methods reach the solution and which points are good initial estimations. From Figures 2a to 3b , we deduce that y 0 = 0.46 is a good initial approximation for all the methods, since this value is in the basin of attraction of all them. These dynamical planes show the wideness of the regions of good starting points for a particular bound of the error. If this bound is modified, these areas of convergence change in a proportional way.
In Table 4 we can see that, in spite of using the good initial guess y 0 = 0.46, the only method able to give us a solution (with the same tolerance as in Orbits I and II) is MO, giving the solution with a small error, being the number of iterations and the computational time specially low. However, by the information obtained from the dynamical planes, all the methods should converge with this initial estimation. Then, we decided to relax the requirements on the methods to ensure that they converge, that is, to use a higher tolerance tol = 10 −10 and Variable Precision Arithmetics with 250 digits. Under these conditions we can compare all the methods, as we can see in Table 5 . Table 5 : Results of Reference Orbit III, tol = 10 −10 ,|ν 2 − ν 1 | = 59.0148
• , initial estimation y 0 = 0.46
Conclusions
In this paper, we have designed a family of Steffensen-type methods of optimal eighth-order by using weight functions procedure. We have also used the Danchick-Gauss' method for preliminary orbit determination and we have improved it by replacing Newton's method by the proposed ones, holding both the amplitude of the range of the true anomalies and the sensitivity to the initial guess. Indeed, we reduce considerably the number of iterations and the error in the calculations. Moreover, from the dynamical planes it can be inferred that the modified eighth-order method is much more stable than the original from Danchick which used Newton's scheme.
